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Chinese is an analytical language and the grammatical means mainly rely on the
word order and grammar function words. As a key member of function words, most of
the prepositions come from grammaticalization of verbs. Based on the theory of
grammaticalization, the combined method of comparison and analysis, synchrony and
diachrony as well as quantitative and qualitative is used to study the preposition ‘Zi’
and ‘Cong’ in this paper. The research includes the following several parts:
The first chapter is introduction, including the selected topic reason, the research
significance, research objects and contents, research methods and the sources of
corpus and the related research review.
From the second to third chapter, the research comes from theory aspect, based on
Chinese perspective of ontology. In the second chapter, the synchronic differences
analysis is used to investigate the preposition of ‘Zi’ and ‘Cong’ from syntactic,
semantic, pragmatic. Then, the grammaticalization process of ‘Zi’ and ‘Cong’ is
studied from diachronic level, and the special phenomenon under the effect of
combination and aggregation are also discussed in the third chapter. Based on the
results of cognitive linguistics, pragmatics and language typology and structural
linguistics for reference, the related grammaticalization problems of ‘Zi’ and ‘Cong’
are explained,including both the motivation,mechanism and laws of
grammaticalization.
The fourth and fifth chapters contain the research resulted from practice service.
The integration of grammaticalization theory and foreign Chinese teaching is proved
by the preposition "Cong" grammaticalization sequence and the correlation of
acquisition sequence and lexicalization "V·Zi" structure and the angles of foreign
Chinese teaching. In the study of these chapters, the suggestions are put forward for
the choreography of TCSL and classroom teaching, and the reference is provided for
the research of other preposition.
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注意到演变是循环而非线性过程。之后， Antoine Meillet继承了 Humboldt的看




















Meillet（1912）：语法化研究的是“the transition of autonomous words into the
role of grammatical elements”（自主词向语法成分的转化）。Jerzy Kurylowicz
（1975）从历时角度对Meillet的定义作了扩展：语法化是从词汇形素向语法形
素或从低级语法形素向高级语法形素(如从派生构词成分向内部屈折成分)的转
化。（ Grammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of a morpheme
advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a less grammatical to a more
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